Director, EMEA Market Analysis
Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000
institutions in over 190 countries. It provides leading data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and
technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in trading,
investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting
financial crime.
Refinitiv’s Capital Markets Insight group is made up of three businesses that provide news, data and analysis via
print and websites to capital markets participants, enabling them to make informed decisions on transactions and
strategies. These businesses include:




LPC (Loan Pricing Corporation) providing comprehensive data, news and analysis for the Global
Syndicated Loan and CLO Markets
IFR (International Financing Review) providing full coverage and context for the primary capital markets
across all asset classes
PFI (Project Finance International) providing global energy and infrastructure finance news, data and
analysis

Role Description
We are seeking an analyst to join our team in London to gather and analyze loan market data. He/she will support
our team of senior market analyst in evaluating data and producing market statistics and commentary that our
clients count on to make strategic and transactional decisions. They will also help manage and prioritize data
acquisition efforts to support our product and analytical needs and address client requests.
The ideal candidate will be familiar with and anxious to learn more about capital markets and what drives them,
and will be experienced with using Excel/Access and other tools to manipulate and aggregate market data.
Role Responsibilities







Use Excel/Access to aggregate data for market analysis and evaluate data quality
Support senior analysts with data evaluations and analysis.
Create regular and ad hoc data tables and charts to be published on our product and in senior market
analysts’ presentations
Respond to client queries regarding our data and analysis, and provide high-level support to users.
Support data analysts in sourcing critical data and evaluating data quality.
Continuously seek to improve on internal research tools, processes and production environments

Qualifications and Experience Required






BA in finance/accounting, economics, statistics or other related field
Strong data and analytical capabilities are required. This includes demonstrable expertise with
Excel/Access and an organized approach to projects and communications.
Willingness and ability to work with multiple teams and personalities across our groups, including for
instance strategy, sales, product management, editorial and other analysts.
An understanding of contractual loan terms and how to find and interpret them is would be very helpful.
Strong communication skills are necessary for working with senior analysts and clients regularly.

The Financial and Risk Business of Thomson Reuters is now Refinitiv. Refinitiv equips the financial community with
access to an open platform that uncovers opportunity and catalyzes change. With a dynamic combination of data,
insights, technology, and news from Reuters, our customers can access solutions for every challenge, including a
breadth of applications, tools, and content—all supported by human expertise. At Refinitiv, we facilitate the
connections that propel people and organizations to find new possibilities to move forward.
As a global business, we rely on diversity of culture and thought to deliver on our goals. Therefore we seek
talented, qualified employees in all our operations around the world−regardless of race, color, sex/gender,
including pregnancy, gender identity and expression, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, disability, age,
marital status, citizen status, veteran status, or any other protected classification under country or local law.
Refinitiv is proud to be an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer providing a drug-free
workplace.
Intrigued by a challenge as large and fascinating as the world itself? Come join us.
Apply online directly at:
https://thomsonreuters.wd5.myworkdayjobs.com/Refinitiv_ExternalCareerSite/job/GBR-London-30-SouthColonnade/Director--EMEA-Market-Analysis_JREQ126068-1

